WHEREABOUTS

WHAT? • WHY? • HOW?
WHEREABOUTS:
REGISTERED TESTING
POOL (RTP)

What is whereabouts?
Whereabouts information is used by the AIU to locate athletes
outside of competition periods for no-notice doping tests. No
notice out-of-competition tests are central to the AIU Testing
Programme.

What is the RTP?
The World Athletics Registered Testing Pool is a group of elite
athletes who are subject to regular out-of-competition tests and
are responsible for providing whereabouts.

Being an RTP athlete supports that:
You respect your sport
You want to protect your reputation, and the reputation of
your sport and your proud nation
You respect your status as a role model
RTP athletes are the world’s best, you are one of them
– this is a great achievement!
You are contributing to creating a level playing field
where every athlete can feel confident that the person
you are racing against has gone through similar testing programmes as you.
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What qualifies as a whereabouts failure:
Failing to file whereabouts information
Incomplete whereabouts
Missing deadlines for submission
Missing a test
Unavailable or unaccessible during your 60-minute slot

Consequences of not submitting whereabouts:
Ban from sports that could stretch up to two years
Disqualification of results
Financial losses
May impact your social status

Who can use your whereabouts and test you:
Athletics Integrity Unit
Your NADO

Additional information:
Inform us when you retire, are injured, pregnant,
for us to adapt our testing.
You cannot refuse testing. Refusal = testing positive therefore a 4-year ban. As soon as you are
aware a DCO is there to test you, you must
comply.
If you have any issues in accessing your ADAMS
account or any other issues, send an e-mail to
whereabouts@athleticsintegrity.org in English.

Important dates:
Notification of inclusion on the RTP
Quarterly deadlines – 15 March, 15 June,
15 September, 15 December
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